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DNA methylation plays an essential role in regulating plant development: recent 
research has demonstrated that this epigenetic phenomenon plays an integral role 
in processes such as vernalisation, flowering and endosperm development. 
Even though the exploration of epigenetic phenomena has been intensively 
developed for the study of cancer and many human disease syndromes, only a few 
groups are studying these phenomena in plants, where they have major economic 
relevance, such as somaclonal variation or transcriptional gene silencing. 
Epigenetic regulation of gene expression is mediated by two processes: methylation 
of cytosine residues in DNA and chromatin structure. 
Dr Finnegan’s group in CSIRO Australia is undoubtedly a world leader in this area, 
as it has a high international profile earned through many key contributions to plant 
epigenetic research over the last 10 years. 
Dr Rival is the leader of a research group working on the molecular determinism of 
somaclonal variation in tropical plants of economic importance, such as oil palm.
The aim of the present OIF is to consolidate Dr Rival’s expertise in the 
understanding and study of epigenetic mechanisms in plants. 
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2Dr Rival's group has shown that the occurrence of floral variants in tissue-culture 
derived oil palm is associated with DNA hypomethylation. The time is ripe to 
integrate the various strategies developed by Dr Finnegan’s group to the study of 
epigenetic regulation of somaclonal variation in oil palm. 
The VARIOMETH fellowship will focus on the role of DNA methyltransferases on 
the determinism of somaclonal variation and on the exploration of the relationship 
between DNA methylation and chromatin remodelling. Indeed, methylated DNA 
has been found to adopt a distinctive chromatin structure in the genome. Both 
approaches will be developed in parallel with the aim of describing specific 
molecular events which could be used for the development of markers of 
epigenetic instability in plants. These markers will be integrated in a strategy 
aimed at the identification of in vitro treatments which are prone to generate 
epigenetic variability in somatic embryogenesis-based micropropagation 
processes.
The outputs of the Fellowship will be shared between  Europeans research 
groups dedicated to epigenetics in plants through a EC 6FP RTN (Research 
and Training Network) project named EPIDEV, which has been presented in 
November 2003 under reference number FP6-512523.
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NETWORK OF 
MOBILE RESEARCHERS
• International  (42 countries) and highly 
multidisciplinary (all major disciplines)
• Founded to promote the Marie Curie Actions 
programme and geographic mobility
• 3195 registered fellows (1.028 female, 2.167
male); with ca. 100 new fellows a year 
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5ASSISTANCE WITH 
ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
• MCFA manages 20 mailing lists, more than 
3.000 subscribers and ca. 350 postings per 
months 
– Hot topics “taxation of allowances”, “health 
insurance”, “auditing”, “annual reports”, and 
events
• Networking in national and regional groups 
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6CONFERENCES AND 
MEETINGS
• 70 conferences and workshops organized 
by the Association, ca. 100 at which the 
Association was represented
– Hot topics: Early Career Researchers; Researcher 
Mobility; Research and Innovation; Science and 
Policy; Science and Society; Europe's Human 
Research Potential; Challenges and Opportunities 
for Young Scientists in Europe
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7IT SERVICES
• More than 22.000 unique visitors a month 
(average duration of visit 3 min)
• Online member database to search for 
members in neighborhood
• Discussion forum, online blackboard, 
feedback form, electronic business cards, e-
mail alias …
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8SCIENCE POLICY 
STAKEHOLDER
PUBLICATIONS 
Monthly “Letters 
to members”
Quarterly “MCFA 
Newsletter”
Scientific Journal “The Annals of Marie Curie 
Fellows”
A column “Fellows Journeys”
in science magazine
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